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Abstract: This paper presents the aspects of finding the coordinates of the robot end-effector target point. In
manufacturing industries were using robots for many applications like assembling, drilling etc.in this processes
object recognition, object tracking are necessary operations to perform. Object tracking in this area constitutes
an important issue for vision assisted robot control. This paper describes the real time computation of relative
pose estimation of robot end effector with respect to the targeted objects using image information and an
algorithm to find position and orientation of the target. The algorithm should use as few feature points as
possible during estimation such as centre of gravity (cog) of blobs, pixel coordinates in the image plane. The
pose estimation is done through Dementhon linear approach and the iterations are done to get the pose of the
objects till converges to the solution with lower error vector.
Keywords: pose, eye in hand, perspective projection.

Introduction
In computer integrated industrial automation, the environment that includes the robots need to respond
with unknown situations, to make such system possible the first priority is given to collect information from the
world surrounds, the sensor best suited for this is incorporating a vision camera. Nowadays it is very easy for
acquiring the image and execution of that image from the camera. With the visual feedback or image from the
camera is used to identify and locate the target. This could be done by localizing the target in the image by using
image features; they can be points, circles, grey level regions, lines etc. The major task in visual feedback is to
find the position and orientation of the target for controlling the robot end effector. There by compensating the
positioning errors with the unstructured environment and enhancing the robot controlling performance.
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Image based pose estimation
Image based pose estimation for controlling the robot is a closed loop control of the system. This
controlling system consists of two processes; tracking and controlling, tracking finds the real time estimation
and regularly updating the image features with the robot movement[2]. Depending upon the tracking,
controlling procedure is generated. The image based tracking was first introduced by Weiss and Sanderson [8].
In image based pose estimation and controlling features are directly derived from the camera image. The
simplest feature that can be taken from an image is a point on the image. The controlling is basically done based
on the error between current and the required / desired target in the image features[3].
Compared with other vision assisted controlling of robot, image based visual serviong has certain
advantages [4]. Since image based controlling of robot is carried out on the basis of image features directly it
will reduce the required for computation, no need of 3D reconstruction of target objects and eliminate errors in
the modelling.

Camera configuration in image based robot controlling
There are two basic configurationsavailable for camera mounting on the robot. One is installing the
camera at the end of robot end effector (eye in hand). The other one is setting the camera globally i.e. the
camera is mounted in the workspace (eye to hand) means the camera and the manipulator fixed separately.
In this paper we are dealing with eye in hand configuration, which used to take images from the
neighbourhood of the manipulator.
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Fig. Eye in hand camera configuration [1]

Pinhole camera model and perspective projection
The pin hole camera model uses with the relationship between the 3D coordinates of a point in the
object onto an image plane. Pinhole camera model does notuse lenses to focus light and aperture is described as
a point. The advantages of using this camera model is geometric distortions or blurring of unfocused objects
caused by lenses[5] and the camera model can uses as first order approximation of the projection of 3D image to
2D image.
Perspective projection is the mapping from 3D scene to a flat plane as it is seen by camera. The main
characteristic of perspective projection is that, an object in the image plane becomes smaller as their distance
from the camera increases[6].

Pose estimation
In image based pose estimation the feature of image such as points, circles, lines, grey level regions
(blob) are used as the input for the pose estimation. Finding the position and orientation process includes the
determination of rotation and transformation of the target with respect to the camera coordinates. The pose of
the target is determined by treating the image features with the desired pose for that we are using linear and non
linear approximate methods. Dementhon approach [7] is one of them. In Dementhon approach an initial volume
of pose space is assumed and the whole correspondences compatible with this volume are taken into the
formulation. Then the initially assumed volume of pose is reduced recursively till it can be calculated as a single
pose[8].
Dementhon approach requires a point in the object with a known image be selected as the origin of the
coordinate system. Consider a pinhole camera having ‘f’ as focal length and an image feature point p with
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Euclidean coordinates (x,y) and homogeneous coordinates ( x y ). The point p is the perspective projection

of the 3D object point P with homogeneous coordinates P = (X, Y, Z, 1) T[10]. Take the object reference origin
as P0 in the camera frame The Euclidean coordinates of P in the object frame are represented by the vector P =
(X, Y, Z)T from P0 to P.

Fig. Camera geometry
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The above figure shows camera with center of projection O, focal length f, image center c, and image
plane  , projects object point P onto image point p. The translation between the camera frame and the object
frame is T from the origin is at P0 with respect to the camera frame.
The main task in this problem is to find an unknown coordinate transformation between the object and
the camera, represented by a rotation matrix R = [R1R2R3]Tand a translation vector T =(Tx , Ty , Tz )T. The
vectors RT1,RT2, RT3 are the row vectors of the rotation matrix; they are the unit vectors of the camera coordinate
systemexpressed in the object coordinate system. The translation vector T is the vector from the center of
projection O of the camera to the origin P0 of the object[7]. The coordinates of the image point p is shown to be
relating with the object point P by
T
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We can multiply the elements of the perspective projection by a matrix
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Here the dot product of R3.Pis the projection of vector to the camera axis and the P is defined in the
object coordinate system. The vector R3 is the unit vector along the axis of the camera. The dot product of R3.P
will be small when the depth ranges of the object being small respectto the object distance from the
depthTz[11]. Therefore the  can be equated to unity. Then the prospective projection gives the following
transformation matrix.
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From this expression it can be said that it defines a scaled orthographic projection of the object point P.
where ‘s’ is the scaling factor for this projection of point[12]. When the scaling factor s will be equal to one,
then the equation becomes a transformation of points from an object coordinate system to camera coordinate
system and if the value of s is other than one the image is scaled and approximates to a perspective image of the
object because thescaling factor is inversely proportional to the depth distance from the centre of projection of
camera (O) to the origin of the object pointP 0and it can be written as, s  f

Tz

.

Hence the equation can be rewritten as
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In this equation the corresponding homogeneous coordinate  of each point in the image p with
coordinates (x,y) became found from the previous steps and  is known. There by it is possible to find  x ,
 y .From the equation (4) it is clear that the image components  x &  y and the object orientation XYZ of
the point P are known and the only unknown components are the pose components sR1 , sR2 , sTx , sTy . These
components can be found by considering N object points Pk where k= 1,2…..N. With the Euclidean coordinates

Pk =( X k , Yk Z k )T and their projection of points on the image plane as pk and the homogenous components of
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 k, from these points we can write two linear system of equations. Solve these equations for the unknown
components of pose i.e. sR1 , sR2 and sTx , sTy .
Since the pose components are calculated, from these values it is possible to find the s, R 1,R2 by applying that
R1 and R2 are unit vectors and after that R3 can be found by the cross product of R1and R2.

s  ( sR1 sR2 |)1/2
R1  ( sR1 ) / s, R 2  ( sR2 ) / s
R3  R1  R2
Tx  ( sTx ) / s, TY  ( sTy ) / s, Tz  f / s
The homogenous components in the equation (4)canbe calculated by consider N points, the
homogenous components are k xk , k yk  corresponding to the point on the image plane Pk , then we



can assume that  k = 1 for every point in. So that it projects a scaled projection and it is good for solving the
homogeneous components because we are known with the pose components for this assumption andthere by
using equation (2) better results of wk can be found after that solving the linear system of equations of equation
(4) refines the pose of thepoints [20].By repeated iteration of this solution, the results will be constant and exact
pose of the pointwill be obtained.

Pose Estimation Algorithm
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Conclusion
This paper described the algorithm for estimating the pose of the objects as seen by the camera image
information using the Dementhon linear approach. The pose calculation combines the efficient iterative
processes in the algorithm and this algorithm can be used for robot positioning and tracking in manufacturing
industries as a vision feedback in the vision assisted robots. This algorithm can perform well in clutter and noisy
environments because it uses image filtering techniques and blob tracking for object detection. Future works
that can perform in this area is by involving in this algorithm to work with the lines instead of points in the
image.
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